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The vibrational relaxation rate constants of NO部=1-7) by 02 and N2 have been calculated in the temperature range 

of 300-1000 K using the solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation. The calculated relaxation rate constants 

by O2 increase monotonically with the vibrational energy level v, which is compatible with the experimental data, 

while those by N2 are nearly independent of v in the range of 3.40 ± 1.60X10 16 cm3/molecule-sec at 300 K. Those 

for NO(〃)+N2 are about 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller than those for NO(y)+O2, because the latter is an exothermic 

processes while the former an endothermic. Relaxation processes can be interpreted by single-quantum V-V transition. 

The contributions of V-T/R transition and double-quantum V-V transition to the relaxation are negligible over the 

entire temperature range.

Introduction

Nitric oxide is a prominent infrared radiator in the iono

sphere. Its vibrational energy transfer rate with atmospheric 

species is necessary to describe properly nonequilibrium in

frared radiative phenomena in the excited atmosphere. In 

particular, quenching of vibrationally excited NO by O2, N2, 

and O in the upper atmosphere is of great significance. The 

vibrational relaxation of nitric oxide through collisions with 

atoms, diatomic and simple polyatomic molecules have been 

extensively studied over wide temperature ranges.1 -12 There 

have been several measurements of the relaxation rates of 

the first excited vibrational lev이 of NO in the ^Y2!! state 

by O2 and N2, and the rate constants for these processes 

are well established.4-6

However, little has been known on the relaxation of vibra

tional levels y>l for these collision systems. Murphy et al. 

mentioned4 that “Based on the assumption that quenching 

of NO(y) by O2 is proportional to v, the quenching rate con

stant obtained for NO(〃드 1) by O2 is 2.4± 1.5X10"14 cm3/sec. 

If the quenching of NO(r) by O2 is independent of v, the 

reported rate constant is increased by 75%. The quenching 

rate of NO(r = 1) by N2 obtained is 1.7± 0.7X10'16 cm3/sec 

where the uncertainty includes both the quenching models 

proportional and independent of v? Using Lambert-Salter 

probability scaling for v=l and their experimental data, 

Whitson, Darnton, and McNeal7 have placed the bounds on 

the rate coefficients of the processes NO(而+ 0厂小』0血一1) 

+。2 for v = l—7. Their reduced scaling is sub-linear with 

v. Green et al? have also determined the room temperature 

rate coefficients for the above process for r = 1 — 7, and have 

found that the rate coefficient increases monotonically with 

v. To our knowledge, however, the vibrational relaxation rate 

of NO(y) by Na for v>l has never been reported.

The present study was aimed to calculate the vibrational 

relaxation of NO(r = 1 — 7) by O2 and N2 through a semiclas- 

sical procedure. In this collision system, the vibrational re

laxation appears through V-V and V-T/R processes. However, 

the V-T/R relaxation rates are expected to be very small 

compared with the V-V rate. Thus, the relaxation of NO 

was considered as through the V-V process. But, the V-T/R 

processes were also discussed.

Theory for V-V process

In this section we described NO+Q collision, and NO+N2 

collision can be described by the similar way.

Interaction Model and Potential Energy. We set up 

the intermolecular potential as the sum of four atom-atom 

interaction terms, each of which is assumed to be the Morse 

type:12'13

2exP(号一新)]⑴

Where, Dt I, and a are the potential constants to be deter

mined. For the relative separation which is significantly lar

ger than the equilibrium bond lengths d\ and de, these atom

atom distances are approximated as

^.2-^-YiWi+xi)cosGi± yW2+x2)cos92 

爲4=尸+Y20i +xi)cos0] ± §02 f)cos& 

(2a,b)

(2c,d)
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where 尤 is the vibrational displacement of the ith molecule, 

Yi=mo/(mw+mo) and 丫2=丽(7伽+狱.Here, rV2 are the ni- 

trogen-oxygen distances and 0 are the oxygen-oxygen dis

tances. The relative separation between molecules 1 and 2 

is denoted by r, and &(&) is the angle between the direction 

of the intermolecular distance r and the axis of the first 

(second) molecule.

The present V-V energy transfer processes were consid

ered with the energy mism가ch AE transferred to the trans

lational m아ion, i.e.t a WT mechanism. The removal of NE 

by the rotational degree of freedom is not important. The 

rotation, however, will certainly affect the collision dynamics, 

and hence, energy exchange probabilities. This effect was 

replaced by the rotation average. When the atom-atom dis

tances are introduced, Eq. (1) becomes an orientation de

pendent function, V(r,0b &, xb x2), which can be averaged 

as

卩(T,Xi,*2)=M( "(" WTa&’mMsin&sin&d&d%. ⑶ 

4 Jo Jo

When the integration is performed, the orientation averaged 

function can be given as

V(Y. xi,豹);斗4exp((/—《j 一 Bexp(§ - 成)] 

+gp(T) 一能哈为推

三卩o(Y)+衫(Y，Xi,先2) ⑷

where

A =D(a/d2) 蔔가回丿%) [si 가i(0)/Qi + sinh(Q)/幼]

A' = (D/2)(物 2)[cosh(d2/2z) — (2a/d2)sinh(d2/2a)]

X (必拿{ [cosh(Q) -sinh(0)/0]

+ Ecosh (Q2) - sinh©)/^]}.

Here B is the same as 2A with a replaced by 2a, and B1 

is the same as Af/2 with a also^replaced by 2a; Qi=^Ma. 

and。2=丫2由/丄 The first term Vo describes the relative mo

tion of collision system, while the second term Vt is respon

sible for the V-V energy transfer. The collision trajectory 

for the present system can be determined by solving the 

e아uation of motion. When the equation of motion is solved 

for Vo, the resulting trajectory expression is14

exp(Z/2 一 r(t)/2a)=2E/{ (4A£ +B2)1/2

coshE(£/2M)1/2(^z)]-B|, (5)

where E is the initial collision energy and 卩 is the reduced 

mass of the collision system. We expressed in terms 

of boson operators (”, as 光的=(力/2M血)讹(力/如/겨电说 

(釦++〃i)02*+也2), where M and co, are the reduced mass 

and the angular frequency of molecule it respectively.

Xi, x2) in Eq. (4) can then be written as V (r, xb x^)=F(t) 

((疽 +臨02* +〃2). Thus, the time-dependent form of the per

turbation term can be written as

风)=2，如四負3皿戸"exp(一萼)

"exp(捉끙5 (6)

Transition Probability Expression. The Hamiltonian 

of the collision system can be written as

丑0)= 栅1"钓+§)+尬)如2*“2+土)+，伽「00쩌) (7)

Here, the terms ai+a2+ and aia2 was neglected, as they 

represent the simultaneous excitation and deexcitation of 

both molecules, respectively. The time evolution 얘f the quan

tum state lw(f)> after collision can be determined by solving 

the time-dependent Schrodinger equation.

th I v(/)> =H(t) I w(f)> (8)

in the form15,16

I W(t)> =go(f)exp[gi(m「p2〕exp[g2(t)cZMZ2+kxp[g3(mi+c"|

exp的4(贝2P2] I W(G>. (9)

To determine the time dependence of the gf(£)'s, we substi

tute this equation in Eq. (8) and equate coefficients of the 

same operators on both sides. The result is

瞬&)+F(t)gKt) + 龙&心(£)=的)， (10a)

说如(t) 一 2F(繼应)幽。)一力如喚(f) =F(t). (10b)

订也3(f)+F(t、)gi(t)=柚1, (10c)

说就(t)-F(m&)=¥k& (10d) 

where Aco=cdi—(d2. These equations appear in simple forms, 

which can be solved by standard numerical routines subject 

to the initial conditions ^(/0) = 0. The function g0(t) appearing

in Eq. (9) takes a simple form gQ(t)=exp[ — y^(coi +(d2)tl 

which does not appear in the probability expression derived 

below.

The perturbed wave function | y(/)> given in Eq. (9) con

tains all the information on the time evolution oi the initial 

state \v, 0> and hence on the dynamics of the molecule 

after the perturbation is applied. In fact, we can write the 

perturbed wave function in the form | \|/(0> = U(t, 

where U(tf to) is the time-evolution operator which, for any 

prescribed initial 아ate, determines the state Thus

the state function provides a complete description of 

the dynamics throughout the collision. For t=tOf lw(to)> de

scribes the initial precollision state specified beforehand for 

a given energy exchange process, which is |v, 0> in the 

present case. The time-evolution operator then generates va

rious states from the initial state |w(金))〉.The probability 

of a vt transition can be found as

Pv.o^l'1 = v ! (y-1)! |^2(0121expL^3(0] I2

I § —応瓯了 一 I2 (11)
I h n ! (v-l-n) ! I V 7

where g"), g2(t) and g&) are time-dependent solutions of 

Eqs. (10a)-(10c). Through the trajectory given by Eq. (5), the 

initial collision energy E enters in and in turn enters 

in gi(t)'s.

On the other hand, it should be noted that Eq. (11) was 

derived with the harmonic oscillator wave functions, but with 

the correct value of including the anharmonicity.

Thus, in a rigorous calculation, it should be important to 
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determine the effect of the anharmonicity on energy trans

fer probabilities. We have, however, not considered the effect 

of the anharmonicity in calculation of energy transfer proba

bilities, because the latter is not expected to be significant.17

Rate Constant expression. Since we described the 

present energy transfer process with the WT mechanism, 

we replaced the collision energy in Eq. (5) by the symmetri

zed energy Es = Es = -^L(E± AE)1/2+£1/2]2,

where the upper and lower signs are for exothermic and 

endothermic directions, respectively. Following Takayanagi^s 

modified wave number (MWN) approximation18 we introduc

ed the impact parameter b in the probability expression as 

E(l—b2/r*2)t where r* is a constant distance chosen in the 

most important region of energy transfer. This distance will 

be close to the closest distance of approach in the classical 

head-on collision, and we can set it equal to the hard-sphere 

collision diameter. For large b this treatment could not be 

a good approximation, but the contribution of such distance 

collisions to energy transfer will not be important. Thus, we 

included 0<Z><r* in this expression, assuming energy trans

fer is small for y>r*, which is an appropriate assumption 

for short-range interaction.19,20 With the introduction of the 

energy symmetrization and impact parameter, we obtain the 

average of ^1,1 (E, b) over E and b as

吋⑺=7扁T 2湖db X

^.ou (E, b)exp(-喘)d£ b/r*=y (12)

In terms of the reduced variables E/kT—x and Eq. 

(12) becomes a simple expression

P；冷⑴=丄 2ydy exp(-r) dxP^^iT; x, y). (13)

Therefore, the calculation of 4、” (T) does not require the 

absolute value of r*. Eq. (12), or (13), is for exothermic pro

cesses. To obtain the endothermic probabilities P (7), we 

need to evaluate the E integral from 丸 | Ao)|. We can convert 

the calculated values 1 (T) into the rate constants as12,21

k^l KT)=Z R厂

=4.571 XIO'12广2(〃卩广2 pj-1.i(r)cm3/moiecule-sec

(14) 

where 卩 is the reduced mass in amu and r* in A. Here 

the rate constants have been converted from probabilities 

for energy transfer by multiplying the hard sphere collision 

fluency.

Results and Discussion

NO+O2. The potential constants used in the calculation 

of energy transfer probabilities are 2)(X0)^ 119 为(K), 1)(02) 
= 113 k, o(N0)—3.470 A, and o(02) = 3.433 A.22 The combin

ing laws were used to calculate D(N0+02)= 116 k and o 
(NO+O2) = 3.452 A. The range parameter a depends weakly 

on temperature, but it takes a value very close to 0.20 A; 

we took the value over the temperature range.1,23 The dime

nsionless parameter I appearing in the interaction potential

Figure 1. Energy level dependence of the calculated rate cons

tants for NO(v) + O2(0)->NO(y — 1) + O2(l) at four temperatures. 

Experimental data at 300 K: A; Ref. 4, •; Ref. 6, I; Ref. 8, 

O; Ref. 22.

was estimated to be 3.452/a, where a is expressed in A. 

The spectroscopic constants are coe —1904.204,(aexe= 14.075, 

meye — 0.0077 cm-1 for NO;1580.193, —11.981, a)eye =

0.0475, a)辺=—0.00127 cm-1 for O2.24 These were used to 

determine energy level spacings and the values of the energy 

mismatch A£. The equilibrium bond distances are 1.151 and 

1.208 A for NO and O2, respectively.24

In Figure 1 we presented calculated val나es of the V-V 

transition at 300, 500, 700, and 1000 K for the processes 

NO(y) + O2(0)^NO(r — 1)-HO2 (1) from v—1 to 7. The calcul

ated rate constant at 300 K increases from 9.36 X IO15 for 

y — 1 to 1.28X10^12 cm3/molecule-sec for v = 7. These values 

agree well with the experimental data obtained by Green 

et al? The experimental data468-25 for w = 1 is, however, about 

two factors larger than the calculated value. That is because 

the electronically diabatic transitions may influence the vi

brational relaxation rates.6,10,26 The relaxation rate constants 

increase also monotonically with the vibrational level v at 

all temperatures, and increase in direct proportion to the 

temperature.

The near-linear relation between \T) and v is clear

ly inferred from Eq. (11). The summation term in Eq. (11), 

{l/侦 —1) ! +[giU)g2(f)]/侦一2) ! + 或(施点)]從! (r-3) ! 

+ ".}2, can be reduced to {l/(v — 1) ! }2, because the higher 

order terms from the second term are significantly less than 

the value of the first term. Thus, Eq. (11) can be reduced 

to 玮J'】 = 이段"2|四3(£)|2. If g2(t) and g3(t) are the same 

for all v, i.e., AE's for all v are the same, the probability 

expression given in Eq. (11) becomes 玲"匚出3, and hence 

the energy transfer rate should be almost linear with v. The 

energy mismatch AE is, however, diminished from 少=1 to 

v = 7t due to the vibrational anharmonicity. Furthermore, be

cause the energy transfer rate is in inverse proportion to
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Figure 2. Scaling factors, k；：*/아*：), for N0(v) + O2(0)->NO(y 

—1) + C)2(1) at three temperatures.

the energy mismatch, the increasing rates of energy transfer 

with v should be more than linear with v.

An important quantity for laser modeling and interpreta

tion of much experimental work is the scaling of the rate 

constant with increasing vibrational states. In order to analy

ze this scaling we have calculated the quantity 机/调点 

In Figure 2 we present these scaling parameter동 at three 

different temperatures. It is known that a harmonic scaling 

factor would just be linear with the vibrational level v. Since 

we are using the harmonic oscillator wavefunction, the addi

tional increase in higher vibrational energy level must be 

due to the energy correction introduced to account for the 

energy mismatch. In this figure, we n아e that the scaling 

factor is a almost linear with the vibrational level v at higher 

temperature where energy mismatch becomes less important.

On the other hand, it should be noted that the experiment 

아lows total deactivation rates (2., V-V+V-T/R) but cannot 

distinguish between the relative importance of V~V and V~ 

T/R transfers. This information is, however, obtained from 

the present calculations because the theory includes two non- 

reactive channels without introduction of prior assumptions 

concerning which channel is more or less important. Because 

the interaction mod시 used to derive【尸 ( 尸, x1( xi) in Eq. 

(4) can also be applied to formulate interaction potentials 

responsible for V-T processes, we shall discuss the latter 

energy transfer process here. From Eq. (3), the orientation 

averaged perturbation energy, V (r,的)，wh记h causes this 

V-T energy transfer, can be derived as

卩'=gexp(Z- J)-B,zexp(| - £ 住， (15)

where

=D(、a/d[) sinh (d2/2«)

X [cosh(QD - sinh(Qi)/Qi] 
+ [cosh^QQ - sinh(Q2)/0 가 •

B" is the same as Af, with a replaced by In terms of 

the boson operators (”，and the collision trajectory gi

ven in Eq. (5), this energy can be written as 卩"(r, xj-G(Z) 

(ai+ +ai). Here,

瑚=扌成「广[s仲略)

2%XP(，哥)] Q6)

For this V-T process, the Hamiltonian can be written as

H(£)=方+ 亢◎ + (fli++«i) (17) 

and the wave function takes the form

lw(£)> = exp〔5(成「]exp质(f妬]exp[題fAiLzJ

X exp顷(加厂包]exp〔/5(£)I] I w(to)〉. (18)

The probability expression for the V-T process NO(r) + O2(0) 

—NO(〃一 1) + C)2(0). The probability expression for the V~T 

process NO(u) + O2(0)tNO(〃—1) +。2(0) then takes the 

form

^ol'°=v ! (y-1)! 121exp[y/3(0]!2

|exp[n。)] |2X I exp。*)] 12

I V 贝场(呼 12 (西)

I 4 n ! (m +1)! (v — n — 1)! I

In this case, /0)'s are the solutions of the following time

dependent differential equations:

说?i(£) + 加枯(t) = G(t), (20a)

论力(〃一充 co 仇(f) = G(f), (20b)

z涉(t)-G(泌= +尬>2), (20c)

The functions f3(t) and 丿泌)take the simple forms 伽)=exp 

(-iWiO and /4(£) = exp(-is舟，respectively. fi(t) and f2(t) can 

be solved by standard numerical routines, i.e., the Rung은-Ku

tta method subject to the initi진 conditions0. The ther

mal-averaged probability, PJo1,o(T) can be also obtained by 

averaging《"*(£) over E and b as show in Eq. (12), and 

converted into 丿바,汁°(丁). The calculated rate constants for 

V-T process are very small and can be completely negligible 

when calculating the relaxation of NO(v) by O2 over the tem

perature range of 300-1000 K. For example, the calculated 

V-T relaxation rate constants at 300 K and 1000 K for the 

process NO(1) + O2(0)^NO(0)+O2(0), are 2.18X10 19 and 

8.78 X10 ~16 cm3/molecule-sec, respectively. The용e values are 

about 5 and 2 orders of magnitude smaller than those of 

V-V, respectively. This is the case for all vibrational energy 

levels to v — 7. At the same time, because the moments of 

inertia of NO and O2 are so small, the V-R relaxation rate 

constant must be the same magnitude as that of V-T, thus 

also negligible for the relaxation of NO(v) by O2.

On the other hand, the importance of double quantum 

V-V transition can be estimated by calculating the energy 

transfer rates for the process NO(v)+O2(0)->NO(y - 2) + O2 

(2). The calculated values for the process NO(2) + Oa(0)^NO 

(0) + 6⑵ 가 300 and 1000 K are 2.45X10"18 and 3.18X10"16 

cm3/molecule-sect respectively. Thus, the ratios of the Ay = 2
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Figure 3. Energy level dependence of the calculated rate cons

tants for NO(r)+N2(0)-*NO(y — 1)+N2(1) at four temperatures. 

Experimental data at 300 K: A; Ref. 4, O; Ref. 22, •; Ref. 24.

to Ay — 1 transition are about 10~5 and IO-4 at 300 and 1000 

K, respectively. For v = 7 the ratios for the latter are about 

0.002 and 0.009. Therefore, the contribution of the double 

quantum V-V transition as well as V-T/R transition is also 

negligible to the relaxation of NO@ = 1 —7) by O2 over the 

temperature range of 300-1000 K, and the i■이axation can 

be explained completely by the single-quantum V-V transi

tion.

no+n2. The potenti지 constants are Z)(N2)= 91.5 k and 

o(N2)=3.681 A.22 The combining laws were also used to cal

culate Z>(NO+N2)=104 k and a(N0+N2) = 3.576 A. The di

mensionless parameter I is 3.576/a. The spectroscopic con

stants are q=2358.57, 14.324, (t)eye— —0.00226, and

—0.00024 for N2.24 The equilibrium bond distance 
for N2 is 1.098 A.24

In Figure 3 we presented calculated values of the V-V 

transition at 300, 500, 700, and 1000 K for NO(zz) + N2(0)^NO 

(i? —1) + N2(1), for v = 1 to 하 = 7. The calculated rate constants 

at 300 K are 1.83X IO-16, 4.63X10-16, 4.96X10'16, 4.44X 

IO16, 3.66X10-16, 2.87X10T6, and 2.18X10~16 cm7mole- 

cule-sec for v—1 to v = 7, respectively. These values are 3.40 

± 1.60X10-16 cm3/molecule-sec and change。기y slightly with 

the vibrational energy level v. In this figure the experimental 

data4,25,27 for v= 1 are also presented, and agree well with 

the calculated data. On the other hand, both sets of data 

are about 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller than those for 

the processes NO(v)+O2^NO(r — 1) 4- O2. This is because the 

latter are exothermic processes, while the former are endo

thermic. The calculated values at 500, 700, and 1000 K are 

also nearly independent of v. These are in the range of 6.00 

± 1.00X1015 at 500 K, 2.70± 0.40\10~14 at 700 K, and 1.00 

+ 0.30XIO-13 cm3/molecule-sec at 1000 K except for v—1. 

The calculated values for r = 1 over the temperature range 

of 500-1000 K are appreciably smaller than those for r = 2 — 7.

On the other hand, the V-T/R transition and the double 

quantum V-V transition are also expected to contribute little 

to the relaxation of NO(y) by N2, and hence, hanily effect 

the overall rate constant. Thus, we can conclude that the 

relaxation rate constants of NO(v) by N2 at all temperatures 

are nearly independent of the vibrational energy lev이 v.

It is noteworthy that the relaxation rate constants of NO(v) 

by N2 are nearly independent of the vibrational energy level 

v over the entire temperature range, while those of NO(n) 

by O2 increase monotonically with v. If the energy mismat

ches AE's of the process NO(y)+N2(0)->NO(y —1)-(- N2(l) for 

기 = 1 to v = 7t are the same, it can also be expected that 

the energy transfer rates will be 上!most linear with v, as 

is the case in the process NO(y) + O2(0)^NO(v — 1) + O2(l) 

through the expression 玮"財尸R To demonstrate this 

fact, we simply calculated energy transfer rates for the pro

cess NO(v)+N2(0)—>NO(y — 1) + N2(l) at 300 K for 〃 = 1 to 

v = 7 with the same DE ( — 454 cm-1 for 나｝e process NO(1) 

+ N2(0)-*NO(0) + N2(l)). The results are 1.83X10 l6, 7.32 X 

10 16, 1.24X1015, 1.74XIO15, 2.24X10*, 2.74X1013, and 

3.24 X10_ 15 cm3/molecule-sec, respectively. We notice that 

they are almost linear with v. But, NE for the latter process 

increases endothermically with v, due to the vibrational 

anharmonicity. For t笠,they are 一 454, -482, -510, -538, 

—566, — 594, and — 622 cm 1 for y — 1 to v = 7, respectively. 

Moreover, the energy transfer rate decreases as the energy 

mismatch increases. Thus, the decreasing effect on the en

ergy transfer rate through the energy mismatch, counteracts 

the increasing effect through the probability expression, 

H.o'L况사：如 As a result, the relaxation rates of NO(〃) by 

N2 become independent of v.

Concluding Comments

A semiclassical calculation of vibrational relaxation in the 

NO(r= 1 —7)+O2 and NO(〃 = 1 —7) + N? collisions 아！。ws th가 

the relaxation can be interpreted by a single-quantum V-V 

transition over the temperature range of 300-1000 K. The 

contributions of the V-T/R transition and the double quan

tum V-V transition are completely negligible over the entire 

temperature range. The vibrational relaxation rate constants 

for NO(y) + O2 increase monotonically with the vibrational 

energy level vr and the scaling factor is almost linear with 

v at higher temperature. Those for NO血)+ N2 are nearly 

independent of v except for y — 1 over the entire temperature 

range, and are about 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller than 

those for NO(〃)+()2, because the latter is an exothermic 

processes while the former an endothermic.
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Synthesis and Configurational Analysis of Diastereomers of 
5,-0-(2,-Deoxyadenosyl)*3,«0-(2,-deoxyadenosyl)*Phosphorothioate

Byung Jo Moon*, Kyung Lan Huh, and Sang Kook Kim

Department of Biochemistry, College of Natural Sciences, Kyungpook National University, 

Taegu 702-701. Received July 20, 1992

A procedure is described for the synthesis of the title compound via phosphotriester intermediates. The preparation 

of Rp and & diastereomeric dinucleotide of d[Ap(S)A] was performed by the condensation of protected deoxyadenosine, 

2,5-dichlorophenylphosphorodichloridothioate and 1-hydroxybenzotriazole in THF. Their designation of configuration 

at phosphorus as and Sp Allows from an시ysis of 31P-NMR spectroscopy and reversed-phase HPLC and the stereo

specificity in the hydrolysis catalyzed by nuclease Pl.

Introduction

Restriction endonuclease catalyzed the cleavage of double

strand DNA specific sites. Although these enzyme are im

mensely important in genetic engineering, little mechanistic 

information is available.1 Diasteromeric phosphorothioate an

alogues of nucleotides in which a nonbridging oxygen atom 

of a phosphate group is replaced by sulfur atom are impor

tant tools for the investigation of the stereospecificity as well 

as of the stereochemistry of action of these enzymes. For 

instance, the stereochemical course of action of EcoRI has 

been established by an oligonucleotide containing the appro

priate recognition sequence with a phosphorothioate internu- 

cleotidic linkage of known absolute configuration.2,3 In a 

studying for mechanism of action of restriction endonuclease 

Hind III, we need the oligonucleotide d[Ap(s)AGCTT] which 

is the recognition sequence for Hind III and contains a phos

phorothioate group at the cleavage site.

In this paper we described the synthesis, separation and 

cofigurational analysis of diastereomeric dinucleotide phos- 

phorothioates, 5,-0-(2,-deoxyadenosyl)-3/-0-(2,-deoxyadeno- 

syl)-phosphorothioate (d[Ap(s)A]) (Figure 1).

Result and Discussion

The desired phophorylating agent, 2,5-dichlorophenylpho- 

sphorodichloridothioate was prepared following modifications 

of the reported procedure4,5 in 72% yield. Both diastereomers 

of phosphorothioate-containing d[Ap(s)A] dimer were pre

pared by a modification cf Kemafs procedure6 which uses 

phosphotriester approach leads to high yield. The d[Ap(s)A] 

dimer was prepared by condensing d-N-pivaloyl-S'-Opixyl- 

2f-deoxyadenosine and 6-N-pivaloy 1-3'-0-[(/>-chlorophenoxy) 

acetyl]-2'-deoxyadenosine using 2,5-dichlorophenylphospho- 

rodichlorid아hioate and 1-hydroxybenzotriazole as condensing 

agent in THF (Scheme 1). A brief treatment with ammonia


